NOTE

Connecting Scanner to Intercom
1. Scanner’s volume to the lowest setting.
2. Connects supplied cable between the scanner’s headphone jack and intercom’s AUDIO IN jack.
3. Adjust the volume to a comfortable level.

Battery Condition
Replace batteries when red LED is turned on.

Connecting Headphone
The best connection is to use LEFT1,2 for left person and RIGHT3,4 for right person of the Intercom unit.

Operation
Press PTT switch and adjust MIC GAIN to proper level.

Traffic Safety
Do not use headsets with your intercom when operating a motor vehicle or taking a walk.
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NOTE

Connecting Scanner to Intercom
1. Scanner's volume to the lowest setting.
2. Connects supplied cable between the scanner's headphone jack and intercom's AUDIO IN jack.
3. Adjust the volume to a comfortable level.

Battery Condition
Replace batteries when red LED is turned on.

Connecting Headphone
The best connection is to use LEFT 1/2 for left person and RIGHT 1/2 for right person of the intercom unit.

Operation
Press PTT switch and adjust MIC/GAIN to proper level.

Traffic Safety
Do not use headphones with your intercom when operating a motor vehicle or walking a walk.
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